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What you’ve covered so far …
• ‘The urban’ …
• Different perspectives on cities and urban social reality
• Different methods of exploring urban space
• Today: urban economies, cities as economic systems

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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What we will cover today
Part 1: overview. Economic activity across space
Part 2: theory. Urban economics: the key ideas
Break for ~10 mins
Part 3: real world. Unequal cities: labour markets, housing,
mobility. And Covid-19
Questions? Please put them in the chat.
Or unmute and ask
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Part 1: overview

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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The urban world: 2014
55% of the world’s population lives in urban areas.
27 megacities, with populations over 10m

https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Maps/CityDistribution/CityPopulation/CityPop.aspx
(c) 2020 Max Nathan
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/world-urbanization-prospects-2014.html
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The urban world: 2030
60% of the world’s population will live in urban areas.
41 megacities!

https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Maps/CityDistribution/CityPopulation/CityPop.aspx
(c) 2020 Max Nathan
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/world-urbanization-prospects-2014.html
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The UK: already urbanised

In 2016, British city-regions cover 47% of land … but have 87%
of all businesses, and have about 90% of all jobs
Serwicka and Swinney (2016)
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The world
is spiky
Economic output,
employment and many
other measures are
highly concentrated in
a few urban cores
Balland et al (2020)
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Big differences within cities too

http://www.centreforcities.org/city-by-city/
Built-up area geographies
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But: how you measure matters

Giles (2021)
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(c) 2022 Max Nathan

‘Reports of my death …’

1980s: crime, physical decay

1990s: the Internet

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/nyregion/coronavirus-nyc-crowds-density.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/07/15/death-commuter-extinction-level-event-london/
https://www.city-journal.org/post-covid-and-new-normal

2020: COVID-19,
remote working
11

Glaeser’s Paradox
“The central paradox of the modern metropolis:
proximity has become ever more valuable as the cost of
connecting across long distances has fallen”
(Glaeser, 2011)

To address this paradox,
we need to understand how urban economies work

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Part 2: theory

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Urban economics
• Key idea = cities help firms and workers become more
productive. ‘Agglomeration economies’ make this happen
• Duranton and Puga (2020) divide these into three types
– Sharing – benefits of shared infrastructure, e.g. public transport
– Matching – deep labour markets help workers and firms find the
best job / people at any point
– Learning – generating new ideas, learning from others

• Production side: cities help people connect and maintain
economic links; observe, learn from each other
• Consumption side: urban scale supports a rich set of
products, services, experiences
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Face to face
• Key idea: complex activity needs face to face interaction;
so does a lot of retail and leisure activity
• Pre-pandemic, at least, technology *helps* face-to-face

Crookston and Reades (2021), p219
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Clusters
• Key idea: colocation, interaction
and collaboration by firms in
cities fosters innovation, growth
(Marshall 1918)

• In the jargon, ‘industrial production
districts’ or ‘milieux’ in cities
– Clusters may involve firms in the
same industry (Marshall)
– … or involve knowledge spillovers
across industry (Jacobs, 1969)

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Example:

Willams and Currid-Halkett, 2016

The NYC fashion designer cluster,
tracked
viafashion
smartphone
ping data
the
NYC
cluster
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Urban systems
• What are the links between urban economics and the
urban systems / networks approach?
• Key idea: urban economics gives a ‘microfoundations’ for
scaling laws such as Zipf’s Law
• Matching / sharing / learning = forms of ‘increasing returns to
scale’ in cities, and these can be non-linear (so, superlinear)
• Let’s look at an example ...

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Balland et al (2020)

Urban systems

Left: In the US, GDP and jobs cluster into bigger cities
Right: More complex activities (red) exhibit superlinear scaling
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The urban wage premium
• Doubling city size ~ 5-10% increase in ave productivity
• Key idea: this gives an ‘urban wage premium’ for workers
in cities, compared to similar people outside cities
–
–
–
–

Why? Higher productivity ~> higher wages for urban workers
Bigger city ~> bigger wage premium
More skilled / experienced / higher ability ~> bigger wage premium
The wage premium stays with you after you leave a city
Glaeser and Maré 2001, Baum-Snow and Pavan 2012, D’Costa and
Overman 2014, De La Roca and Puga 2016

• This helps explain spatial inequality between cities (bigger vs.
smaller places) and within cities (how qualified you are)
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Dynamics 1: diversity
• Key idea = industrial diversity
matters: cities do better with a
range of industries (Glaeser
2011, Jacobs 1969)
• Why? It boosts agglomeration,
especially learning
• Learning *across* industries and
clusters, not just within them =>
innovation, hybridisation (Jacobs
1969)
• Example: fintech
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Dynamics 1: diversity
• Key idea = industrial diversity
matters: cities do better with a
range of industries (Glaeser
2011, Jacobs 1969)
• Why? It helps insulate cities
against shocks
• A big employer closes down, or
‘jumps’ to another country => lots
of other types of work available
• Example: Janesville, WI
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Dynamics 2: push-pull
• Key idea = push-pull dynamic in urban systems
• Agglomeration can be self-reinforcing, pulling people in
• This means that some cities will grow faster than others – and
also helps explain economic inequality between places
• But at the same time, these growing cities also have
‘diseconomies’, which push people out
• For example: congestion, pollution, a higher cost of living …
and vulnerability to pandemics
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Spatial equilibrium
• So urban systems and cities have a push-pull dynamic
• Attraction/repulsion forces between and within cities
• Urban economists argue that these forces can organise into
‘spatial equilibrium’ (Cheshire et al 2014, Glaeser 2011)
– Firms and workers can ‘sort’ into ‘optimal’ locations,
given their skills, needs and preferences
– Popular cities have higher wages and living costs;
unpopular places have lower wages and costs
– These wage / cost differences should cancel out, so
that ‘real incomes’ are ~ equal across locations
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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An example: ‘real wages’ in London
are lower than money wages

Giles (2021)

London is very productive, and this feeds into wages
But London’s also very expensive to live in
So: is the UK ~at~ spatial equilibrium? Not exactly …
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Have a break for 10 mins
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Part 3: urban inequalities /
urban futures

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Recap
• What we’ve covered so far
– The world is urbanising
– Economic activity is urbanised, but uneven
– How economists think about about a) urban economies, b)
systems of cities and c) urban evolution and change

• Economic frameworks help explain patterns of urban growth –
but also urban inequality, and why this is hard to shift
• How much should we worry about this?
• Existing problems: labour markets, housing, mobility
• New problem: Covid-19
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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The Great Divergence
Graduates have sorted
into richer cities …

Moretti (2012)

… which have helped
those graduates earn
more than those who
didn’t move
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Recap: spatial equilibrium
• Economists argue that spatial equilibrium arises from:
– Workers earn higher wages in cities. ‘Skilled’ workers earn more than
less skilled workers
– Agglomeration effects are stronger in bigger cities – and can be selfreinforcing over time
– These forces raise income inequality – within and between cities
– But, bigger cities are more expensive / crowded / congested to live in,
so in ‘real terms’ differences tend to equalise
– So workers need to ‘sort’ into the optimal places for them

• How well do these forces work?
• What kind of policy response – if any – do we need?
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Challenge 1: unequal cities
• This may work for highly qualified workers. But what
about lower-paid people in expensive places?
• In theory, everyone earns more in bigger cities – your urban
wage premium should cushion against higher costs
• Is this still true in practice?
• Autor (2019) looks at real wages by skill group in US cities,
between 1970 and 2015
– Rising urban wage premium for graduates
– Flattening urban wage premium for non-graduates
– Especially for those aged under 40, i.e. Millennials and Gen Z
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Unequal cities

Autor (2019)

Rising wage premium for college graduates (blue)
Flattening wages for non-graduates (red)
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What explains these shifts?
• Autor is clear that the main driver of change is ‘job
polarisation’ – that is, growth in high-wage and lowwage work, and shrinking of mid-wage work
• What drives polarisation? Autor is also clear that
innovation ~> automation is one of the main forces, at
least in the US
• Although there are others: trade shocks, weak unions …
• These macro shifts have an urban footprint,
generate winners and losers
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Geography of job polarisation

Autor (2019)

US cities have seen growth in lowest-paid and highest-paid jobs
Biggest changes in the biggest cities
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Autor and Salomons (2019)

‘New work’
• Autor and Salomons Table 1

Autor and Salomons look how new types of job have appeared over time
Three groups of job, organised by tasks
Differ by a) qualifications b) salary c) gender
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Autor and Salomons (2019)

‘New work’ in cities

Higher-skilled and better-paid types of ‘new work’ cluster in bigger cities
Clustering has got stronger over time
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Challenge 2:
housing

https://www.centreforcities.org/housing
Affordability = ratio of mean house price / mean annual earnings
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Causes of the crises
• Key idea = two competing explanations for the urban
housing crisis, supply side and demand side
• Supply side – we’re not building enough housing, especially
affordable housing. The planning system is too restrictive,
especially in the most popular places. Build more and prices
will come down
• Demand side – no, the problem is who’s buying. Housing has
become financialised. We’re building for investors and
speculators, especially from outside the UK. This is why cities
are full of luxury flats. Restrict that, and prices will fall.
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Cheshire et al (2014)

The supply side
Figure 1: Real Land & House Price Indices (1975 = 100)
Land Price Index

Note: House and Land data for war years are interpolated.
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The supply side
• Key idea = UK planning system is based on development
control. This restricts supply in popular places
– Existing homeowners want to restrict supply, so their
homes get more valuable (Cheshire et al 2014)
– Hilber and Vermeulen (2016): house prices in England
would be 35% lower – if all planning restrictions ended
– Hilber and Mense (2021): problem worst in ‘superstar
cities’: supply constraints plus richer workers sorting in

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Ryan-Collins (2018)

The demand side

Big expansion of mortgage finance <~> higher house prices
17 countries, 1870-2010
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The demand side
• Key idea = we’ve turned housing into an investment class
• Ryan-Collins (2018) in summary:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Banks lend you money to buy homes
Finite supply of land, limited supply of houses
Limited supply of mortgage credit ~ this limits demand, and thus prices
BUT liberalising finance hugely increases demand for housing
Housing becomes an asset, including for international investors
And: more borrowing ~> higher demand ~> higher prices

• Lots of truth in this, especially in London
• But – why is housing so attractive an investment in the
first place? In part because it’s in short supply ...
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Shelter (2018)

Huge drop in total housebuilding after 1983, driven by drop in social housing
Lower supply ~ higher prices
43

Challenge 3: falling mobility

Avent (2017)
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Immobility is high
• Bosquet and Overman (2019) look at UK mobility patterns.
They find that:
– Nearly 44% of people only ever work in the place they were born
– Immobility is higher for people with low qualifications, or none
– Lack of mobility is also related to your parents’ social class

• Large minority of people never move
• Lack of income – linked to lower qualifications – partly
explains this. But others may not want to move
• UE generally doesn’t talk about attachments to places and
communities; ‘bonding social capital’
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Challenge 4: COVID-19
• Big cities historically
vulnerable to
pandemics
• New problem of
globalised pandemics
• Big cities hit first
• Bigger impact on more
deprived communities
Nathan 2021
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Forced experiments
• COVID-19 is a triple shock
to urban economies
• Many abstract / office tasks
can be done remotely
• Consumption can shift online
• Massive jumps in urban
unemployment, poverty
• Massive drops in footfall
• Huge jump in working from
home during 2020: from 6%
to 43% (Felstead and
Reuschke 2020)

Source: Centre for Cities High Street Recovery Tracker.
https://www.centreforcities.org/data/high-streets-recovery-tracker/
This index looks at everyone who was in the city centre at any time of
the day, compared to a pre-lockdown baseline of 100.

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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What next?
• Lots of big questions:
1. Is hybrid working ‘good enough’ for abstract / complex tasks
– the kind that clusters in big cities?
2. Less demand for office space in central business districts, or
higher demand for more flexible space?
3. What local services will stay online? What will relocate?
4. Cities offer production and consumption benefits, and these
are hard to unbundle (Smith 2021). So will activity shift within
cities (to suburbs) or out of cities altogether?

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Summing up

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Summary
• Today’s world is an urban world – urban areas are the world’s
economic building blocks
• Economic activity is uneven – between countries, cities and
neighbourhoods
• This is partly the result of big ‘macro’ forces, such as
technological change and job polarisation
• Cities help people and firms get more productive …
• … but urban economies also produce disparities between and
within cities.
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Summary (2)
• Economists argue that urban systems should move towards
‘spatial equilibrium’, with people sorting to the right places
• This smooths out some of the inequalities we worry about
• BUT in practice, four challenges to getting there:
• Challenge 1: the urban wage premium is disappearing for
entry-level jobs
• Challenge 2: housing in many big cities is unaffordable, and
building rates (in some countries) are very low
• Challenge 3: many people can’t or don’t want to move
• Challenge 4: the ‘triple shock’ of COVID-19
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Thanks!
max.nathan@ucl.ac.uk
@iammaxnathan
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Extras: policy ideas
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Policy responses: disparities
• Key idea = policies for people vs. policies for places
(Cheshire et al 2014)
• In practice, you need a mixture of both
• Less radical: skills training, active labour market policy
• More radical: Living Wages, UBI
• Less radical: business support, workspace, tax breaks
• More radical: sustained area-based investment in e.g. R&D,
infrastructure and skills; devolve powers to do it
– UK2070 Commission: to close economic gaps between towns and cities
in the UK, need to spend £1tn over 20 years!
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Policy responses: housing
• Supply side responses …
• Change the planning system – move UK to masterplanning
systems as in Netherlands, Germany
• Build up and out in cities – higher density, more tall
buildings, more building on the Green Belt
• Demand-side responses …
• Tighter mortgage finance regs – make it harder to own
• Restrictions on investors – dampen financialisation,
penalise Buy To Let
• The State should build more affordable homes!
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Policy responses: immobility
• What’s driving this?
• Partly things we’ve covered today: flattening urban wage
premia; unaffordable housing in cities
• But also, economists’ assumption that people ‘sort’ across
space may not be that realistic (social capital should be part
of UE frameworks)
• In ‘left behind’ places, rather than encouraging mobility, it may
be smarter to improve public services and quality of life

(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Policy responses: COVID-19
• Crucial importance of effective and public health
response – fear / lack of confidence drives more behaviour
change than lockdowns (Goolsbee and Syverson 2020)
• Beyond that, at this point we are treating only one of the three
shocks – the economic emergency
–
–
–
–
–

Grants to firms
Furlough
Living wage level income support, especially for those isolating
Income support for those out of work
Help with job search and training

• Beyond that, it’s too early to know!
(c) 2022 Max Nathan
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Extras: references
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